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When tracking wildlife with automated radio telemetry over vast
distances, the challenge of deploying enough receivers to get
detections grows exponentially. To remedy this, data can be shared
between all researchers so that essentially everyone is sharing
receivers. This greatly expands the potential for this technology, but it
comes with the added responsibility of coordinating projects, detection
data and metadata – that’s where Motus comes in.
What is Motus?
The Motus Wildlife Tracking System is an international collaborative
network of researchers that use automated radio telemetry to
simultaneously track hundreds of individuals of numerous species of
birds, bats, and insects. The system enables a community of
researchers, educators, organizations, and citizens to undertake
impactful research and education on the ecology and conservation of
migratory animals. When compared to other technologies, automated
radio telemetry currently allows researchers to track the smallest
animals possible, with high temporal and geographic precision, over
great distances.
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How does Motus work?
The philosophy behind Motus is that we’re all working together. At its core, Motus is
community science. A community of researchers around the world conducting research on
animals that are tracked by a network of coordinated receiving stations. These stations are
maintained by a community of researchers, organizations, non-profits, governments, and
individuals. In order for this concept to work, the system requires a centralized database and
management system that all participants use. Most importantly, in order for your tags to be
detected on any other station in the network, or for other project tags to be detected elsewhere,
projects, receivers and tags need to be registered with, and have data processed by Motus.
While any automated telemetry project can operate in isolation, operating as a Motus project
combines the collective impact of local, regional, and even hemispheric projects into one
massive collaborative effort that expands the scale and scope of everyone’s work and
maximizes the use of scarce research dollars. It also makes data available and more useful for
future projects, collaborative endeavors and large-scale meta analyses.
For more information and how to join,
please visit the Birds Canada webpage at https://motus.org/about/
Canadian Wildlife Service has provided Motus equipment to be installed at the Last Mountain
Bird Observatory this Spring. Stay tuned for exciting data announcements.

Message from the Editors
The Pandemic has disrupted the lives of every
human; birds on the other hand (or wing!) face their
own problems. Perhaps the foremost of these is
climate change. This can manifest itself in many
ways, but we at LMBO are focused on migration.
Migration is an extremely hazardous, indeed perhaps
the most hazardous, phase of the life cycle of a bird.
Any change in weather patterns can adversely effect
the survival of migrants. Ideally a migrant would
land at a place like LMBO to rest and refuel when
their fat reserves are nearly exhausted not when
adverse weather forces them to land. An increase of
inclement weather - strong northerly winds in the
spring, southerly in the fall, combined with low
overcast skies, may force them down in larger than
usual numbers. Here they are forced to compete in
higher-than-normal numbers with their own kind and
other species for food resources. While Last
Mountain Regional Park may provide great food and
shelter for most species, our studies have shown that
some species do not do well when forced to land in
the park. Doubtless, all these factors increase
mortality. This scenario appears to be playing out at
LMBO in the falls of recent years. This increases
pressure on banders as we seem to be now in a
“boom or bust” cycle wherein staff and volunteers

are overwhelmed one day and unable to band due to
windy weather the next. For more on this see
“Comments” under the Fall Migration Summary.
- Alan R. Smith, Co-editor
Birds are the most obvious wildlife in our daily lives.
Naturally, we often use birds to measure specific
events like the changing of seasons (geese fly south winter is coming, robins are plentiful - spring is
here) and they are also indicators of success in
conservation actions like prairie and wetland
restoration and creating green spaces in urban
environments. Actively reducing negative impacts to
the environment and engaging in monitoring wildlife
populations, even in urban settings, is beneficial to
our ability to understand and withstand climatic
shifts. So I was very excited to learn Regina has
become the fifth city in Canada to achieve Nature
Canada’s “Bird Friendly City” designation. By
protecting natural areas, reducing threats, and
engaging in educational activities like those offered
at LMBO we are helping to maintain a healthy
ecosystem not just for birds, but other wildlife and
ourselves too. Let’s keep up the good work!
- Ashley Vass, Co-editor
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Last Mountain Bird Observatory - Spring 2021

31st consecutive spring of coverage (30th of standardized coverage).
Migration Monitoring:
First Day of coverage: 9 May.
Last day of coverage: 31 May.
Total days of coverage: 23 of a possible 23 (100%).
Number of staff: 2 (Marla Anderson, Jordan Rustad - Bander-in-Charge).
Number of volunteers: 6 (Shirley Bartz, Emily Dornstauder, Ryan Dudragne, Shelly Fisher,
Alinna Ostrowska, Gillian Walker).
Number of person-days effort: 51 (last year 23).
Number of visitors: 20 (last year 0, due to Covid-19 regulations).
Observation effort: census, casual and incidental observations.
Trapping effort: 13 12mx30mm mist nets for 1074 net hours; 547 birds/1000 net hours
(1992-2016 average: 425).
Number of species observed: about 100 (for daily census results see ebird).
Number of species captured: 56 (1992-2020 average: 48).
New birds captured: 588 (1992-2020 average: 574); returns to LMBO from previous years
included 27 birds of 12 species.
Species banded peak: 30 May, 29 species.
Birds banded peak: 30 May, 112 birds.
Top 10 Captures:
White-throated Sparrow
Swainson's Thrush
Least Flycatcher
Yellow Warbler
Lincoln's Sparrow

98
76
38
33
27

Yellow-rumped Warbler
Baltimore Oriole
Clay-coloured Sparrow
American Robin
House Wren

26
26
25
24
23

Comments: The total number of birds captured at 588 was very near the long-term average of
574, while total number of species at 56 was well above the average of 48. As poor weather
allowed for banding on only 15 of 23 possible days, this must be regarded as an achievement.
Two species were captured for the first time this spring: a first-year male Varied Thrush and an
adult male Bullock’s Oriole; this brings the total number of species captured in the spring to
103. Notable returns include a minimum 8-year-old male Yellow Warbler which was banded as
an adult male on 13 August 2014.
A. R. Smith
alanrandi@sasktel.net
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Last Mountain Bird Observatory – Fall 2021

31th consecutive fall of coverage (29th of standardized coverage).
Migration Monitoring:
First day of coverage: 3 August.
Last day of coverage: 7 October.
Total days of coverage: 66 of a possible 66.
Percent of days with adequate coverage: 100%.
Number of staff: 1 (Jordan Rustad - Bander-in-Charge).
Number of volunteers: 12 (Marla Anderson, Corey Barlow, Shirley Bartz, Jac Curry, Emily
Dornstauder, Tory Hartley, Sarah Ludlow, Ashley Mills, Sharlane Toole, Angela
Tremka, Abby Wolfe, Jared Wolfe).
Number of person-days effort: 111 including 52 staff and 59 volunteer (114 last year).
Number of visitors: 202, all socially distanced (147 last year).
Observation effort: census, casual and incidental observations.
Standard trapping effort: 13 12mx30mm mist nets for 2516 net hours;
1243 birds/1000 net hours (1992-2020 average: 656).
Number of species observed: 130.
Number of species captured: 70 (1992-2020 average: 72).
New birds captured (standard banding; includes birds released without banding): 3128
(1992-2020 average: 2703). Five birds of 4 species returned from previous years.

Species banded peak: 17, 19 and 25 August, 30 species.
Birds banded peak: 17 August, 275 birds.
Top 10 Captures:
Yellow-rumped Warbler
Tennessee Warbler
Yellow Warbler
Dark-eyed Junco
Orange-crowned Warbler

499
380
364
200
152

American Redstart
Alder Flycatcher
Ovenbird
Palm Warbler
White-throated Sparrow

126
120
95
86
76

Comments: The autumn of 2021 was above average in terms of number of birds captured at the
Observatory. The number of birds captured per net/hour was the highest ever recorded at the
Observatory at 1243 birds per 1000 mist net hours. As it was too windy or hot to band on a
record 22 days, it appears as if the migration was bottle-necked into a relatively few calm days
resulting in “feast or famine” banding. This appears to be a reflection of a recent change in
weather patterns - of the 10 falls with the fewest mist net hours, 5 have been from the last five
years. No new species were banded, therefore the total number of species banded in the fall
remains at 112, for both seasons 123.
A. R. Smith
alanrandi@sasktel.net
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Interesting Recoveries - Longevity Studies
- Jordan Rustad

Longevity studies, or figuring out how long birds live for, is one of the many reasons that we
band birds at Last Mountain Bird Observatory. We need to recapture the bird at least once to
collect this type of data. Hypothetically, we catch a bird and band it one year. If that bird is
recaptured in a future season, we get a clearer idea of how old that bird is. Sometimes we catch
the same individual year after year or recapture the bird years down the road.
A famous example of this is Wisdom the Laysan Albatross. She was originally banded in 1956
and is currently 70 years old and still laying eggs. She has outlived the man who originally
banded her! The birds we catch at LMBO do not live as long as Wisdom. The majority of
songbirds will live about ten years. The older birds that we tend to recapture are birds that
likely breed in the Regional Park. We are more likely to recapture local birds versus birds that
only migrate through the area. Some examples of local birds are Yellow Warbler, American
Robin, Gray Catbird, and Eastern Kingbird, just to name a few. The table below shows the
maximum age of these species from allaboutbirds.org:

Species

Oldest Individual

Yellow Warbler

11 years

American Robin

13 years 11 months

Gray Catbird

17 years 11 months

Eastern Kingbird

10 years 1 month

These records are from all over North
America, not just LMBO. Generally, we
recapture birds that we recently caught. Our
list usually has tons of recaptures of birds
banded the same year with a few from
previous years, usually from 1-2 years prior.
Then sometimes we’ll get exciting local
recaptures. This past fall, we captured a
Brown Thrasher who had initially been
banded in August 2014 as an After Hatch
Year (at least 1-year-old). That means it was
at least 8 years old when it was recaptured!
The oldest known Brown Thrasher was at
least 12 years and 10 months old. We’ll have
to keep catching them if we want to beat the
record.
Brown Thrasher. (Jordan Rustad)
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2022 Great Canadian Birdathon - Lacey Weekes
May is Birdathon month! Help to raise funds for the Last Mountain Bird Observatory by counting the
number of bird species you see on any one day in May. This year, we will be taking a running total of
birds starting May 7th at LMBO. We will have a big day on May 14th at LMBO and during our World
Migratory Bird Day event in Regina. You can take part by contacting the team leader, Jordan Rustad
(jrustad@naturesask.ca), who is registering the team with Birds Canada. You will be provided with
pledge sheets for your sponsors names and addresses (for tax receipt purposes), or your sponsors can
support the team online.
To support the Black-and-White Warbler Birdathon Team go to the Birds Canada website
(www.birdscanada.org), go to Great Canadian Birdathon and enter the team name to go to its Birdathon
page. If you prefer, do your own Birdathon on any day in May by registering with Birds Canada as an
individual. Be sure to name Nature Saskatchewan (they manage LMBO) as your sponsoring club on
your registration form so that funds you raise will go to LMBO. A small portion of funds raised goes to
bird conservation in Canada.
The Great Canadian Birdathon is a national initiative of Birds Canada that occurs across Canada on any
one day in May to raise funds for bird conservation. During a 24-hour period, “birdathoners” find as
many bird species as they can. The birdathoner can be sponsored at a flat rate, or on a per species basis.

2021 Great Canadian Birdathon
I arrived in the morning ready to see the early spring birds all over the National
Wildlife Area. I thought I would see shorebirds, ducks, geese, and some small
songbirds. I was foolishly optimistic. I started at the station and walked down to the
water. I saw a few usual suspects like Purple Martin and American Robin. The wind
was beginning to pick up, and I hoped it would stay down. I intended to walk to the
new observation tower and look over the lake. It was still closed to the public due to
Marbled Godwit.
(Ashley Vass)
lumber shortages. The only bird I saw down at the water was a
Killdeer. Undeterred and still slightly optimistic, I drove down to
the north end to drive the trail and hopefully find shorebirds. The wind picked up so
quickly, and by the time I reached the driving trail, all the birds were happily
hunkered down. I don’t think I saw a single bird that whole drive. A couple of
Western Meadowlark.
highlights were the Western Meadowlark as I drove into the park, and the Marbled
(Ashley Vass)
Godwits at the north end of the lake. - Jordan Rustad
Thank you to our 2021 Great Canadian Birdathoners. Thank you to our leader Jordan Rustad. The 2021
Birdathon raised $710 for the Last Mountain Bird Observatory! A total of over $200,000 was raised for
banding stations across Canada. Many thanks to Julia Patt, Marla Anderson, and Mary French who
contributed to this campaign. We thank our leader Jordan for not only leading our Great Canadian
Birdathon but for collecting pledges for LMBO as well.
- Lacey Weekes
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Ode to Jordan Rustad:
Birds in Bags and Lessons in Humanity
- Shirley Bartz
I had an experience at Last Mountain Bird Observatory last year
that reminded me of my humanity. It was 2021, the end of our
second year in the covid pandemic, and I was feeling frustrated
and tired of people getting frustrated and tired of covid.
Volunteering at LMBO would give Jordan Rustad, Bander-inCharge, some much needed time off. Jordan was kind enough to
schedule me with other volunteers to be sure I had help with full
nets and the fevered study of molt limits. But, during covid,
sometimes people can’t make it in to work, and in early October
at the end of migration I found myself banding alone...
I was scheduled to volunteer four times in 2021 – once in May,
during the breeding season, and three times during the fall
migration. May was a blast! I usually band in the fall, so the
species in our nets in May were a nice change. My company was
Shirley with a Northern Flicker.
also delightful, with long-time volunteer and professional
(Shirley Bartz)
wildlife biologist, Shelly Fisher. Her identification and banding
skills are legion, and her expertise and dry humour were a saving grace across what turned out
to be low-capture days, with lots of visitors.
The highlights that weekend were the appearance of a Loggerhead
Shrike (who evaded capture, but ended up nesting nearby) and a
Varied Thrush processed by yours truly. With my nose deep in
Pyle’s description of how to age this species, I overlooked that it
was a rare visitor to the station. It is a measure of Shelly’s
willpower that she left my hide intact when she learned I’d
processed and released the bird before she could check it out. I’m
lucky to have survived her wrath.
In early September, I met Sharlane, whose scribing skills and calm
demeanor were very appreciated as the nets filled fast that first
morning! That day and the next we caught Western Palm Warblers,
a Blue-headed Vireo, a couple of Wilson’s Warblers, a Baybreasted Warbler and Chipping Sparrows, for a total of 89 birds
across two busy but windy days.

Varied Thrush. (Shirley Bartz)

In mid-September, I had the good fortune to work with Jordan across a weekend. Though I’d
worked with her many times at LMBO, this time it was especially educational to hand her the
reigns. After wrestling with Pyle’s “Identification Guide to North American Birds”, my bird
processing skills had improved, but the opportunity to work side-by-side with Jordan brought
home to me the value of having a good mentor at one’s side in the learning process.
My last day of volunteering fell in early October. Jordan had lined up another well-trained
volunteer and I was eager to meet them. But covid changed the plan, and I ended up running
the nets and station without them. That morning, at 07:00, the first net I checked had nine birds
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hanging in it. The next net held six birds. By the time I’d
cleared the next four nets, I had two dozen bagged birds
hanging from my wrists and had to go back to the station
for more empty bags. It took me close to an hour to clear
the rest of the nets, with 12 birds in net #5, seven in #6
and 10 in net #7. I had more than 50 bagged birds
waiting on pegs in the station when I ran off to check the
nets for the second time that morning.
During the second round, I found the nets just as full,
and made the decision to close them as I cleared the
Birds in bags. (Shirley Bartz)
birds. At the end of the second round, I had over 100
birds hanging in little cotton bags from every peg on the
station walls. With Jordan’s help across the next few hours (through texts, pictures and many
typing errors), I managed to thoroughly process every one of them. Thankfully, every one of
them flew away, leaving me with a chirp, a poop or a breast feather floating behind them.
Though it was a long stressful day, the species diversity was wonderful! I had five Ruby-crowned
Kinglets and one Golden-crowned Kinglet and dozens of Dark-eyed Juncos. There were a
handful (literally) of Lincoln’s Sparrows, a Savanah Sparrow with a saffron supercilium, a Fox
Sparrow with plumage so red it dazzled me, a few immature Harris’s Sparrow with gorgeous
scalloped crown feathers, a host of necklaced American Tree Sparrows, spiffy Western Palm
Warblers, and so many Myrtle’s Warblers I was sure I’d be mumbling “another butter-butt!” in
my dreams that night! At the end of that day, with much help from Jordan, I’d processed 119
birds.
Through covid, we’ve all had opportunities to explore “alone time”. Though I was never truly
alone at LMBO this fall, those challenging hours seemed to stretch as I worked though the bags
of birds in the lonely quiet of the banding station. Covid has made plain that we are still all
gregarious apes who do not do well in isolation. I’d argue that we are most human when we are
learning, adjusting, re-calibrating. It might be uncomfortable to shed our old understandings and
molt out our matted and ragged beliefs, but I think these changes help us think more clearly,
navigate this new world with more agility, and ultimately be better people for each other.
I owe a good chunk of
my growth these past
couple of years to a
woman almost 20 years
my junior, a friend of
sharp intellect and
pointed wit, a steady
encouraging presence
who helped me meet a
daunting challenge,
without whom, in the
presence of a hundred
birds, I would have felt
very alone. Thank you,
Jordan.
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Spotlight on Marla Anderson
- Jordan Rustad
If you have been to the station on the weekends this past year there
is a good chance that you ran into the woman, the myth, the legend,
Marla! Marla first began banding at LMBO in 2014 and has since
become one of our most dedicated volunteers. Marla came to us
with a diverse background including photography and training as a
safari guide. She was working towards her degree in Environmental
Science at the University of Regina. She spent a few years working
at the station as an assistant and then covered a leave for the
Education and Conservation
Manager (so she was my boss
now). Since then, she has
worked with the Nature
Conservancy of Canada and
Marla with a Red-breasted Nuthatch.
continued to be a dedicated
(Jordan Rustad)
volunteer at LMBO. We are
extremely lucky to have earned Marla’s loyalty and time.
Her kindness and patience, not to mention her expert
knowledge of birds, make her a favourite of visitors and
Marla Anderson, and Shelly Fisher
volunteers. We hope that she’ll stick around for a long time. Ryan Dudragne,
at the banding station. (Jordan Rustad)

Featured Species: Bullock’s Oriole
- Jordan Rustad
The Bullock’s Oriole is an uncommon sight in Saskatchewan. It was
even more exciting to capture and band one at the station! The adult
male was captured in May 2021 and was a lifer for myself and the
visitors that happened to be at the station. The Bullock’s Oriole
occurs typically in the western United States. It spends its time in
open woodlands with a preference for cottonwoods. Their behaviour
is very similar to the orioles we commonly see in Saskatchewan.
They glean insects from trees while searching for nectar and can be
seen hanging upside down on occasion. They build nests of woven
grass into a gourd shape with an opening at the bottom. Females do
the majority of this complicated task. The pair will defend their
territory for the season to raise their chicks. They will usually go their
separate ways afterwards. The female will lay 3-7 eggs. Their song
Bullock’s Oriole. (Jordan Rustad)
lasts about three seconds and is composed of rich whistles mixed
with rattles. The oldest Bullock’s Oriole was at least 8 years 11 months old and was captured in
Colorado in 2007. We’re unlikely to capture another Bullock’s Oriole this season, but you can
watch our social media pages for rare species caught!
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(www.worldmigratorybirdday.org)

World Migratory Bird Day 2022:
Dim the Lights for Birds in Flight
-Lacey Weekes
Nature Saskatchewan will host its World Migratory Bird Day (WMBD) celebration
on Saturday May 14th in Regina in the green space near the Saskatchewan Science
Centre from 9am to 12pm and 1pm to 4pm. Activities include Indigenous drum
making, migration obstacle course, bird watching, crafts, owl pellet dissection, and
pond dipping. Raising of the tipi begins at 9am and one-hour bird watching tours
happen at 10am and 2pm.
This year’s theme focuses on light pollution. Artificial light is increasing globally by
at least 2 per cent per year and it is known to adversely affect many bird species.
Light pollution is a significant threat to migratory birds, causing disorientation when
they fly at night, leading to collisions with buildings, perturbing their internal clocks,
or interfering with their ability to undertake long-distance migrations. We can do our
part to help birds by dimming our house lights during Spring and Fall migration.
We are grateful for the partnership with the following organizations: Friends of
Wascana Marsh, Canadian Wildlife Federation Wild Outside, Royal Saskatchewan
Museum, Saskatchewan Science Centre, and Wascana Centre. Special thanks to Jeff
and Tiana Cappo for raising a tipi and leading the drum making workshop.
Join us in celebrating the return of our migratory birds. Transportation to and from
the event can be provided. Virtual options are available. Please follow Nature
Saskatchewan on social media for more details.

www.naturesask.ca
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The Saskatchewan Breeding Bird Atlas
- LeeAnn Latremouille

When Saskatchewan’s first Breeding Bird Atlas got underway in 2017, it was hard to envision exactly
how the project would unfold over the next five years. Saskatchewan, after all, is no small place.
Would there be enough birders interested in Atlassing? Would they really spend hours birding remote
grid roads? Could we feasibly tackle the boreal forest? Fast forward to the present and we are pleased
to share we have achieved enough coverage across the province to wrap up the Atlas on time thanks to
the enormous effort of volunteers, staff, and partners!
From 2017 to 2021, a relatively small but mighty cadre of 271 participants collected over 30,000
checklists totalling over 18,000 hours. Atlassers visited 2,952 squares (42% of the total), conducted
16,038 point counts and documented the presence of 267 breeding species. It’s worth noting that as the
remaining loose ends are tucked away these numbers will continue to increase.
In stark contrast to the pandemic-induced reductions in effort experienced in 2020, the summer of 2021
saw much progress in coverage across the province. Hard working volunteers and a small work crew
covered off the remaining gaps in the southern regions, while a slightly larger crew and a few
adventurous volunteers focussed on the substantial gaps in the north. Expeditions to remote Reindeer
Lake, Tazin Lake, as well as Lake Athabasca and its tributary, the MacFarlane River, were key to
closing major gaps in the far north. Our adaptable team faced wild weather and conditions, from snow
and late ice-off to extreme heat, fire, and smoke, stormy waters, and a tent remodeled by a bear, all
making for a season that won’t soon be forgotten.
Highlights from the 2021 season include a confirmed breeding record for Common Poorwill in
Grasslands National Park, a natural cliff nest of a Peregrine Falcon in the far north, and Semipalmated
Plovers in suitable breeding habitat on Lake Athabasca. Pacific Loons and Parasitic Jaegers were a
treat on Athabasca despite being non-breeding summer visitors to the lake. Staff also found Spring
Peepers, a tiny frog with a distribution that peters out north of the Interlake region in Manitoba, calling
at several locations between Pelican Narrows and Sandy Bay.
Over the next year, we will finalize records, produce maps, and gather materials for the publication of
the Atlas. Visit our website at sk.birdatlas.ca to view data summaries and explore the raw maps of
species detections and atlassing coverage. Later, the same website will host the online publication of
the Saskatchewan Breeding Bird Atlas.
We extend a sincere thank-you to all who participated, observations both great and small contributed to
this large-scale effort to understand species distributions and relative abundance in Saskatchewan. A
special thank-you to the team of volunteer Regional Coordinators; without their persistent and
outstanding effort the Atlas would not be possible.
The Saskatchewan Breeding Bird Atlas is the result of a partnership between Birds Canada,
Environment and Climate Change Canada, Saskatchewan Ministry of Environment, the Nature
Conservancy of Canada, Nature Saskatchewan, and the Saskatchewan Wildlife Federation. We thank
all of our supporters for their important financial and in-kind contributions.
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Fond Farewells

Tribute to Stuart Houston (1927 - 2021)
- Alan Smith
I first met Dr. Stuart and Mary Houston in the early 1960s when I was in my early teens.
Because of my interest in birds, my parents had encouraged me participate in the annual
Christmas Bird Count in Saskatoon. After the count, local birders would adjourn to the home
of the compilers, Stuart and Mary Houston, in their grand old two-story house on University
Drive, Saskatoon. Here we would compile the results of bird observations in the count circle.
After a hearty supper of hamburger soup with cocoa, I would linger and wonder at Stuart
Houston’s library. Without exaggeration, it probably held almost all the ornithological
knowledge for the province at the time. This trove ranged from nineteenth century texts that
pre-dated the formation of the province in 1905 to maps and notes from Houston’s most
recent banding expedition.
Most of Stuart’s (it took a long time before I felt comfortable calling him by his first name)
expeditions involved banding of raptors or colonial waterbirds, which involved climbing trees
or rappelling down cliffs for the former, or wading in marshes or boating to remote islands for
the latter. Mary was also always busy - assisting Stuart or banding songbirds. These banding
forays were like military operations from start to finish. Even though I lived only 2 blocks
from 22nd Street, the main artery leading west out of town, there was none of this “I'll come
by your place around 6:30 and pick you up", no Stuart said “be on 22nd Street at 06:30
hours". On cue his Land Rover would swoop in like an eagle and pick me up. I never missed
an outing, but I get the feeling that if I was late there would be no waiting for me!
One of my first outings was to Rice Lake, really a large marsh, west of Saskatoon. Here we
waded through waist deep water to band some of the thousands of Franklin’s Gulls that had
been raised in the marsh. Nests of other birds – Eared Grebe, American Coot, and even a
Black-crowned Night-Heron added to the excitement. It was events like these that galvanized
my interest in birds, and my attempts to emulate my mentor as a bander and collector of
Saskatchewan ornithological information. Many, many years later, it was a great honor to be
asked by Stuart to join him and my other mentor, J. Frank Roy, as co-editors for “Birds of
Saskatchewan”.

C. Stuart and Mary Houston. (Dan Varland)
https://thestarphoenix.remembering.ca/obituary/c-stuart-houston-1082925576
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A Tribute to Carman Dodge (1952 - 2021)
-Ryan Dudragne
It amazes me still how one person - or one moment, one experience, one smile... can so subtly
and yet so profoundly inspire another individual, let alone a multitude of lives across the diverse
spectrum of human interaction. I first met Carman Dodge in person a few years after I had
become familiar with him through fond tales from mutual friends Don Weidl, Ron Jensen, Guy
Wapple, and others of countless legendary adventures and also, as became common following
the dawn of internet, through virtual communication.
It turns out that both Carman and I had more than a few things in common beyond a shared
passion for birds and nature, including our southwest Saskatchewan roots. A generation earlier,
in 1952, Carman was born in Cabri; although by the time I was growing up, Carman was wellestablished in Prince Albert. I did not meet him in person until 2007, and had the chance to join
up with Carman and his crew for the Candle Lake Christmas Bird Count the following year.
I knew Carman as a man who loved having fun and being with his friends. His personality was
larger than life and, although at first intimidating to the quiet kid from Swift Current, I soon
learned that his heart was even larger. He would share his wisdom just as quickly as a joke, or
ten, and had a gift for finding connections through conversation and tacit observation.
Carman could be loud and brash, yet beneath the rough exterior was a man who was as loyal
and kind as any could hope to match, and humble too. It wasn't until later that I had really come
to learn the magnitude of his contributions to nature and bird conservation in what ultimately
proved too short a time, and his dedication and passion that drove him to persevere through, at
times, more pain than I can imagine. A true living legend to the end, Carman passed on from
this realm in November 2021. His legacy will live on in the hearts of those who knew him well,
and memories of all who were privileged to spend even a little time with him.

Carman Dodge. (Don Weidl)
https://www.legacy.com/ca/obituaries/paherald/name/carman-dodge-obituary?n=carmandodge&pid=200773461&fhid=6661
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Educational Programing at LMBO
- Lacey Weekes
We were thrilled to open the banding station to the public for 2021 Spring and Fall
migration. Easing of public health restrictions allowed us to welcome back several school
and community groups. One of those groups was the North Central Family Centre youth
group. We had a great day learning about bird banding and exploring beach habitat along
Last Mountain Lake. We also did one virtual tour with Regina Open Door Society.
Having the virtual option allows us to reach a larger audience. We want to say a big thank
you to Nature Canada for funding the Naturehood program. This funding allows us to
provide transportation for school and community groups to visit the banding station. It’s
so important to make the connection between the critical habitat at Last Mountain
National Wildlife Area and our urban habitat in the Wascana Migratory Bird Sanctuary.
These areas are important for birds to rest and refuel on their migration journey. Giving
families, students, and community members a chance to connect to nature and
particularly birds is an important step in habitat conservation.

Youth enjoy learning about birds and important habitat at Last Mountain Lake. (Lacey Weekes)
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Welcome Angela Tremka:
New LMBO Banding Assistant

Angela has an immense passion for keeping wildlife
safe and sharing ethical ways we can protect, live in
harmony with, and enjoy wildlife. With a lifelong love
of nature, she is thrilled to see her career path find its
way to something she’s so passionate about. Along
with her new role as the Community Engagement
Manager at Salthaven West Wildlife Rehabilitation
Clinic, she is excited to be a part of the Bird Banding
team with Nature Saskatchewan at the Last Mountain
Bird Observatory this summer.
Birds have a unique way of inspiring and connecting
people with nature, and they also play an essential role
in our ecosystem. Through controlling pests, acting as
nature’s clean-up crew, spreading seeds, pollinating,
and transforming landscapes, birds have a direct
impact on human health, economy, food production,
Angela Tremka getting ready to go birding with her
nephew. (Angela Tremka)
and affect millions of other species. Angela finds great
joy in learning about and working with birds and is
honoured to be working with such a devoted organization that does valuable conservation work
throughout Saskatchewan. She is dedicated to working towards a future where more
communities value and respect their wild neighbours and looks forward to sharing her
enthusiasm for the natural world with others through these roles.
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LMBO is open to the public by registration only starting May 8th. To ensure small group
sizes we must have guests register before planning a trip to the banding station. Please
register by emailing Lacey Weekes at lweekes@naturesask.ca or call 306-780-9481 and leave
a message with the date and time of visit and group size.
We also offer live virtual tours of the station. If you are interested in booking a virtual tour
please contact Lacey Weekes at lweekes@naturesask.ca or call 306-780-9481.

For more information on LMBO please visit our webpage at:
https://www.naturesask.ca/what-we-do/lmbo
Donations of $10 or more are tax deductible.
Donate online at www.naturesask.ca or make cheques payable to Nature Saskatchewan
and mail to 206-1860 Lorne St, Regina SK S4P 2L7.
Please note that the donation is for LMBO.
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